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Tool and Hardware Specials:

Premium
Folding
Utility
Knife

Powerlock
Tape
Measure
25’

$12.89

$7.99

781653

381422

324919

80LB Capacity
Salt &Ice Melt
Spreader

Stainless Steel
Taping Knife

Jig K4 Master System King Kombo 5’-8’
Pocket Hole Guide Fiberglass Ladder
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$106.99 319996

Pocket Hole
Guide

$75.39 343143

While Supplies Last

375 lb capacity
Type 1AA

$128.79

Industrial 10PK Electrical
Tape ¾”X60’
Outdoor
$4.99
Extension
Cord 15’
16/3 Blue

$4.99

Pocket Hole
Guide R3

$27.89 320048
Adjustable
Easy
Sa
Aluminum Stilts
18”-30”

$125.99

Rock Salt
Ice Melt
50lb

5.49/bg

$99.99

548650

556408

24” Drywall
Rock Ripper

4 Ton Cable
Puller

$18.99

$22.99

302092

727631

8”- $5.99
10”- $6.79
322886 322966
Inside Corner Tool

$7.59
1830

RS50

730754

Building Material Specials:
Comfortbatt
Insulation
R15 3-1/2” X15”
59.75 SF

$40.39/bag

R19X15”
Fiberglass
Insulation
87.19SF

Easy Sand
Compound
18LB

$10.69/BG

$31.97/bag

R1515

K1251

DLW DLW45
DLW20

322788

Paint Specials:
00000000000000000000000000000000
Best Look
Sanding
4pc Paint
Masonry
Plus 3 Light
Respirator
& roller
Weight Joint Waterproofing
20pk
Paint 1 gal
tray set
Compound
4.5 gal

White or Gray

$15.79/Pail

$25.29

P3

794240 772961

$13.69

798568

$5.99

775910

Around the House Specials:

s

Commercial Brute
32Gal Trash Can

$24.49

Home Impressions Brushed Nickel
HD Black
Mounting Tape
30lb Capacity

Mini Glue
Gun

$2.99

Blue
Gripmaster
Gloves

$2.99

$4.79
1”X60’

618012

200613

349755
34975

736694

Tub & Shower 2 Handle Hi Arc
Faucet
Bathroom Faucet

$57.99

404246

$33.79

405169

Commodities Update:













Panel products: OSB, as of this writing, is still
going strong with mill order files stretched out
at least 3 weeks which usually indicates steady
to higher pricing. SYP plywood, until recently a
weak market, has been gaining strength and
numbers are rising.
Dimension lumber: For the most part there is a
weakness also in dimension framing lumber with
prices steady to lower at the present time.
USG Interiors has announced a grid increase of
5% and a 5% increase on gypsum lay in panels
and 7% on fiberglass ceiling tiles effective
February 10.
After last month’s attempt at an increase did
not stick, metal framing manufacturers are
trying again at an increase February 3 by 10%.
Our stocked basement blanket insulation
(6’X50’R19 and R11) will increase on February 17
by 8%.
We are also seeing prices on interior door units
to be rising anywhere from 15% to 25%.
Drywall retails have been raised, although the
increase, when all is said and done, was not as
high as had been announced or expected.

Quote to Think About:
“Think about it, the more a person does the more
that they can do. The less a person does, the less
they can do. It’s like the physics of inertia-a thing at
rest stays at rest, a thing in motion stays in motionexcept applied to human motivation and activity. It
works exactly the same way.”
Richard Cavo-my brother
How many people do you know that, when asked to
participate in some activity, say they are too busy or
can’t spare the time, even though you know they
have tons of free time on their hands? Likewise,
don’t we all know some people that handle many
tasks more than the ordinary person and still make
time to do more?
Brain Builder: See if you can figure it out!
What name and town would an envelope be delivered
to if addressed like this?
HILL
JOHN
MASS
Go to www.ilionlumber.com for the answer!

Words Worth Reading:

What Will Matter
By Michael Josephson

Ready or not, some day it will all come to an end. There will be
no more sunrise, no minutes, hours or days. All things you
collected, whether treasured of forgotten, will pass to someone
else. Your wealth, fame and temporal power will shrivel to
irrelevance. It will not matter what you owned or what you were
owed. Your grudges, resentments, frustrations and jealousies
will finally disappear. So too, your hopes, ambitions, plans and
to-do lists will expire. The wins and losses that once seemed so
important will fade away. It won’t matter where you came from or
what side of the tracks you lived on at the end. It wont matter
whether you were beautiful or brilliant. Even your gender and
skin color will be irrelevant.
So what will matter? How will the values of your days be
measured?
What will matter is not what you bought but what you built, not
what you got but what you gave. What will matter is not your
success but your significance. What will matter is not what you
learned but what you taught. What will matter is every act of
integrity, compassion, courage or sacrifice that enriched,
empowered or encouraged others to emulate your example.
What will matter is not your competence but your character.
What will matter is not how many people you knew, but how
many will feel a lasting loss when you’re gone. What will matter
is not your memories but the memories of those who loved you.
What will matter is how long you will be remembered, by whom
and for what.
Living a life that matters doesn’t happen by accident. It’s not a
matter of circumstance but a choice. Choose to live a life that
matters.

Hardware Humor:
Spackle

By Dave Coverly

